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Introduction

In a paper published in volume 9 of these Transactions, formulae

were obtained for the second derivatives of the extremal-integral arising in

the problem of minimizing or maximizing the integral JFix, y, x', y')dt.

In these formulae the derivatives were expressed in terms of particular solutions

of the Weierstrass form of Jacobi's differential equation, t They were used

in the same paper to obtain further necessary conditions for a minimum of the

above mentioned integral, when one or both endpoints were variable along a

curve.î or when curves with discontinuous slopes were admitted as solutions

of the problem. It is the author's aim to use the same general method in

analogous problems involving integrals of a more general type, and also in

the cases in which the unknown functions are further conditioned by differ-

ential and algebraic equations. As a first step in this direction, we obtain in

the present paper the second derivatives of the extremal-integral arising in

the theory of the integral

(l) ffix,yi,---,yn;y'i,---,y'n)dx (*' =dyi/dx),

and express them in terms of particular solutions of the differential equations

which correspond to Jacobi's equations for the simpler problem. The formulae

for these derivatives are then used for finding further necessary conditions to

be satisfied by a curve 0 in the space of n + 1 dimensions which is to furnish a

* The contents of sections 1 and 2 of this paper are contained in the paper presented to the

Society at the Chicago meeting of December, 1914, an abstract of which appeared in the

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences for March, 1914.

t Compare Bolza, Vorlesungen über Variationsrechnung, p. 306-313 (this book will be re-

ferred to in the sequel by the author's name only), and Dresden, these Transactions (

vol. 9 (1908), pp. 467 and 472.
t The conditions here referred to had been found before by Bliss, these Transactions,

vol. 3 (1902), p. 136, and Mathematische Annalen, vol. 58 (1903), p. 70.
425
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minimum for the integral (1), when the initial point of C is allowed to move

along a fixed curve L*

A number of familiar facts concerning the integral (1) which will be needed

in the development of our problem have been collected in section 1. In

section 2 the formulae for the second derivatives of the extremal integral are

obtained, and in section 3 these formulas are applied to the problem with

variable initial point.

Concerning the function/, which appears in the integral (1), we assume that

it is of class C" with respect to all of its arguments; the functions m(x)

which are admitted as solutions of our problem must be of class 0". We shall

moreover use the following abbreviated notations:

jo = df/dx,       fi = df/dyi,       /„+»• = df/dy'i,

and similar notations will be used for the second derivatives. A point in

m + 1 dimensional space of coordinates x, yi, • • •, yn will be designated by

(x; y), and similar notations will be used for sets of numbers which can be

interpreted as coordinates of points in spaces of higher dimensionality. Finally

the notation/0 will be used to indicate that the function/(x; y; y') is to be

taken with the arguments (x»; u»; y\).

1. Preliminary developments

Any set of functions yi(x), ■ • •, yn (x) which is to furnish a minimum or

a maximum for the integral (1) must satisfy the system of differential equa-

tions
df       d   df
dyi     dx dyi

known as Euler's differential equations, t Such a set of functions defines a

curve in the space of n + 1 dimensions, called an extremal for the problem;

we shall use repeatedly geometric terminology consistent with this inter-

pretation of the set of functions y i ( x ). From the general existence theorems

for differential equations^ we know that the general solution of the system

of differential equations (2) is of the form

(3) «i = gi(x; «i, •••, an;ßi, •••tßn) (i«l,..-,n),

the functions gr» being of class 0" with respect to all of their arguments and

ai, • • •, ßn being 2m arbitrary constants.

* For the case n = 2, this problem has been treated by Miss M. B. White in her paper,

The dependence of focal points upon curvature for problems of the calculus of variations in space,

these Transactions, vol. 13 (1912), p. 175.

t See Bolza, p. 542.
Î Ibid., pp. 175-179.
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We suppose now that we have found an extremal passing through the two

points A (a0; a) and B ib0; b) and satisfying the conditions of Clebsch and

Mayer.* The second variation of the integral (1) can then be put into the

form
€2    /»»o

S2 7 = x- I    XI (Pik Vi Vk + 2Qik r¡i v'k + Rik v'i v'k)dx,
¿ Ja„     ik

where 771, • • •, Vn are arbitrary functions of x of class C vanishing for x = a<>

and for x = b0, and where Pik = fik, Qik = /.-, n+k and Rik = /„+,-, n+k, these

functions being taken along the given extremal. If the integrand which ap-

pears in this formula for the second variation be denoted by 20, and if we write

dß       d  du
*i{7l) = dn~i~ Tx dv'i'

we obtain, by means of Euler's theorem on homogeneous functions and by the

familiar integration by parts, the following result:

,2   r*h

52 7 = 5- I    ^Vi^idx.

The system of equations

(4) 1M77) = 0, (¿ = l,-..,n),

is a system of linear differential equations of the second order in the unknown

functions Vi) it is a self-adjoint systemf and is called, after Von Escherich, the

accessory system of differential equations ;í we observe moreover that it is

the direct analogue of Jacobi's equation for the simplest problem of the cal-

culus of variations. It follows further§ that a fundamental system of 2ra

solutions of the equations (4) may be obtained by differentiating the functions

<7i, which appear in the equations (3), with respect to each of the parameters

«i, • ■ • , ßn and then replacing these by aio, • • •, ßno, the latter being the

values which furnish the given extremal if put in place of «1, • • •, ßn in equa-

tions (3). We obtain in this way the following 2n systems of solutions of

equations (4):

(5) dgi/dai, •■■ , dgn/dai;       dgi/dßi, ••• , dgn/dßi,     (i = 1, •■• ,n),

the arguments of these functions being x; aio, • • •, ßno-

We consider now two points Pi(a:i; yi) and P2(a;2; y2) in the neighbor-

hood of A (a0; a) and B (60; b), respectively. Since the extremal AB satis-

fies the Mayer condition, we can conclude that it is possible to construct an

* Bolza, p. 608 and p. 619.
f Hadamard, Leçons sur le Calcul des Variations, p. 319.

î Bolza, p. 622; further references are given there.

§ Bolza, p. 623 and Hadamard, loc. cit., pp. 336-339.
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unique extremal through the points Pi and P2, i. e., that it is possible to solve

the equations

(6) Mii = gi(xi; «i, •••, ßn), 2/2» 9i(x2; ai, •■• ,ßn)

uniquely for a¡ and ßi in terms of Xi, x2, My and y2¡.*   We denote the solu-

tions of these equations by:

(7)    ai = Ai(xi,x2;yn, ••• ,y2n),       ßi = Bi(xi, Xi; yn, • • •, y2n).

Substitution of equations (7) in equations (3) furnishes the following analytical

representation for the extremal through the points Pi and P2 :

(8)
yi = gi(x;Ai(xi, ■••, y2n), •■• ,Bn(xi, •••, m2„) )

= 7i(x;xi, x2;mu, •••, y2n)

Upon substituting from equations (7) in equations (6), we see that the func-

tions Yi, which are defined by equations (8), satisfy the following initial con-

ditions:

(9) Fí(xi;xi,x2;mh, ••• ,y2n) =yu,       Yi(x2;xi,x2,yii, •■ ■ ,y2n) = M2i.

Differentiation of these equations with respect to xi, x2, yn, • • ■, y2n furnishes

furthermore the following relations, which will be of use in the sequel:

dYi/dxi\x + y;-(xi) = o,    ö7,/dx2|2 + y.(x2) = o,

(10) d Yi/dy2j I, = 0,       d Yi/dx21 x = 0,       d Yi/dyij |, = 8,-y,

d Yi/dxi 12 = 0,       d Yi/dyu 12 = 0,       d Yi/dy2j | 2 = 8,-,,

or, expressed in different form,

, ,        ,^r\d9i 9Aj     dgi dBj 1
9i{Xl)+^\da-j-dx-i+dßj^x-i\

„v,w vI HaM¿. ÊaMi
9i{X2) + 2?\daj dx2 + dßj dx2

= 0,

= 0,

= 0,m\  T f d9i dAi i d9i dBj \
Kll)   y\ da} dxi "*" dßj dxi j

V Í -?i M± 4- ̂i Ml 11   _ s
yXdajdyn^dßjdyiill     °ih'

y \dg± dAj     dgj dBj
j   [ daj dx2      dßj dx2

j

dgi dAj     dgi dBj

Y í dg¿ dA¿     dg
r 1 daj dyih + dß

íMl]\
'i dyih J

o,

da} dy2h     dßj dy2h

y \dju dAj_     dg± dB^ 1
j   1 daj dy2h     dßj dy2h J

(i = 1, ••-,«; h = 1,

= 0,

= 0,

= Sih,

,n).

* Bolza, p. 597.
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We compute now the integral (1) along the extremal FiP2 by substituting

the functions Yi, • • • ,Y„ and their derivatives with respect to x, for yi, • ■ •, yn

and y[, ■ • •, y'n respectively in the integral (1). This integral becomes then

a function of the 2n + 2 coordinates of the points Pi and P2;* it is known

as the " extremal-integral ":

rtfix; Yi, •••, Yn; Y[, ••■, Y'„)dx.

The first derivatives of this function I with respect to its different arguments

were first given by Hamilton,* and we shall use them as a basis for the com-

putation of the second derivatives; we have the following formulae:

d7/ôa;i  = -fixùy^y'^ + ^fn+iix^yùyDy'u,
i

(12)       57/da:2  = fix2; y2; y2) - £/„+i(a;2; y2; y'2)y'2i,
i

dl/dyij = - fn+jixi; yx; y\),       dl/dy2j = /„+y (a:2; y2; y'2),

where y\, y\ are abbreviations for the sets iyu, • • •, yin) and iy'u, • • ■, y'm)

respectively.

2. The second derivatives of the extremal-integral

For the determination of the second derivatives of the function 7 it is neces-

sary to know the derivatives with respect to X\, • • •, y2n of the quantities

y'n» • • •, y'in. and y'2i, • • •, y'%n which determine the slope of the extremal Px P2,

at its end-points. If we denote by z any one of the coordinates of the points

Pi and P2, we obtain immediately, upon differentiation of equations (8),

the result,
dYi _ v (dji_dAi;   dji dBj\

KXÓ) dz     y\daj dz ■*" dßj dz )'

from which the desired derivatives may be obtained by differentiation with

respect to x. Furthermore equations (11) enable us to determine expressions

for dAj/dz and dBj/dz; for we have there a set of 2n linear non-homogeneous

equations for each of the 2n + 2 sets of 2n unknowns which we get if we let z

assume in succession each of its values. These sets of equations all possess

finite unique solutions provided Mayer's condition is satisfied along the ex-

tremal Pi P2. That this will indeed be the case, if the points Pi and P2 are

taken sufficiently near to the points A and B, respectively, follows from our

conditions on the extremal AB and from the continuity of Mayer's deter-

minant :f

* Bolza, p. 599.

t Bolza, p. 611.
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(14) A(x, Xi) =

dgi
d«i

dgn

dai

dgi

dai

dgn

dai

dgi
dan

dgn

dan

dgi
dan

dgn

dan

dgi

dßi

dgn

dßi

dgi

dßi

dgn

dßi

dgi

&ßn

dgn

dßn

dgi

dßn

dgn

dßn

We denote now by A ( x, x2 ) the determinant obtained from A ( x, Xi ) by

replacing the substitution symbol |i in the last n rows by |2; by A(xi, x2)

the result of replacing the first n rows of A ( x, x2 ) by the last n rows of

A (x, Xi); by Ayj. (x; Xi, x2) the result of replacing the jth row of A (xi, x2)

by the ith row of A (x, Xi) ; and by Vy* (x; xi, x2 ) the result of replacing the

(n + j)th row of A(xi, x2) by the ¿th row of A(x, x2).

With this notation we can write down the results of solving equations (11)

for dAj/dz and dBj/dz; substitution of them in equations (13) leads to the

following formulas:

djk

dyij

djk

dyn

Ajk(x; xi,x2)

A ( xi, x2 )

Vjk(x; xi,x2)

A(xi,x2)

d Yk sr   ' /    \
âx7=-Ç^(:Cl)

d.v
k = - Hg'iixi)

Aikjx; xi,x2)

A(xi,x2)

Vik(x; xi, x2)

A(xi, x2)

From these we obtain by direct differentiation the derivatives with respect

to Xi, • • •, y2n of the quantities y'n, • • •, y'tnt namely:

d2 Yk      A'jk ( x; Xi, x2 ) d2 Yk

(15)
dxdyij

d2Yk

dxdyij

A(xx; x2)

Vyt(x;xi,x2)

A(xi, x2)

dxdxi

d2Yk

dxdx2

- Hg'iixi)
i

- Hg'iixi)

A'ikjx; xi,x2)

A(xi, x2)

V'ik(x; xi,x2)

A(xi,x2)

From the definition of the functions Ay* and Vyt combined with the properties

of the functions (5), it follows that the functions

My* = Ajk(x; xi, x2)/A(xi, x2),       vjk = Vjk(x; xx, x2)/A(xi, x2)

furnish for every fixed j a solution of the accessory system of differential

equations, and that they satisfy the following initial conditions:

(16)     Ujk(xi) = djk,       Ujk(x2) = 0;       Vjk(xx) = 0,       vjk(x2) = Sjh.

These initial conditions show moreover that each of the systems of functions
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Ujk and Vjk constitute, in the terminology of Von Escherich, a " conjugate

system " of solutions of the accessory system of differential equations.*

We can now express the second derivatives of the extremal-integral in terms

of these solutions of the accessory system of differential equations. Differ-

entiation of equations (12) yields, by the use of equations (10) and (15), the

following theorem:

Theorem I.    The second derivatives of the extremal integral for the integral

ffix;yi, ■•■ ,yn\y\, •••, y'n)dx

are given by the formulœ

1,1—   ~J0    T  2-i J0,n+i Vu  "T  ¿_i J n+i, n+j 2/li J/ly
i ij

- JL /»+.«, »+i y i i y'ik u'kJ ( xi ),
ijk

H, 2  = Jo    — 2-i /(), n+i y2i —  /Lifñ+i,n+jy¡.iy2j
i ij

+  2-1 Jn+i, n+j 2/2« y2k Vkj ÍX2) ,
ijk

h, 2  =   -  2~2fnU,n+jy'uy¡kVkjiXi)   =   Y^înli.n+jy^y'lkUljiXt),
ijk ijk

II, li  =   - fP + 2Z fn+j, i y'lj + 2Z fn+j, n+k VU u'ik ÍXí) ,
j jk

= Jó, n+i 2-1 J n+i, n+j y Ij T  2-i J n+i, n+j y Ik Ukj ( Xi ) ,
j jk

II. 2Í  =   S fn+j, n+k y'lj V'ik iXi)   =   -Y, fn+i, n+j V'lk Ukj ( X2 ) ,
(17) jk jk

h,li  =   -  JLfn+j,n+ky2jU'ikiX2)   =   2~2fn+t,n+jy2k1>'kjixl),
jk jk

h. 2i = ff - 2Z fn+j, i y'2j -  2~L fn+j, n+k y'2j Vik ix2),
j jk

= /ó?»+i +  2Z fn+i, n+j y'tj   -   Z fn+i, n+j Vik »*/ ( X2 ) ,
j jk

III, lj  =   —  2-1 fn+i, n+k Ujk iXi)   — Jn+i,j
k

=   -  H fn+j, n+k U'ik ( Xl )   - /»+y„'< >
k

Ili, 2;   =   -  JL fn+i, n+k Vjk ( ̂ 1 )   =   Z) fn+j, n+k Uik ( X2 ) ,
k k

hi, V = fn\i,j + Z /2U n+k Vjk ÍX2)= f2\j, i + 2Z fn+j, n+k «'« ( x2 ) ,

* See Bolza, p. 627; Hadamard, loc. cit., p. 339; also von Escherich, Wiener Berichte,

vol. 107 (1898), p. 1222.
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where the functions uik and Vik are the solutions of the accessory system of differ-

ential equations (4) which are characterized by the initial conditions (16). The

subscripts of I specify the variables with respect to which the differentiations

are made, single subscripts designating the variable x, while pairs of subscripts

designate the y's.   Thus 72, u = d2 7/dx2 dyu.

From the continuity restrictions imposed upon the function/, it follows that

the results of differentiating the extremal integral should be independent of

the order of differentiation and hence that the two different expressions given

for certain of the derivatives in formulae (17) should be equal to one another.

This fact leads to eight relations between the expressions given in theorem I.

It is important for certain applications and as a check upon the accuracy of

the formulae themselves, that these relations should be derived directly from

the properties of the functions m,* and «,*. We shall denote by ( A ), (B),

(C), (D), (E), ( F ), (0), and ( 77 ) the relations resulting from setting equal

to one another the two expressions occurring in each of formulas (17s) to (17io)

respectively.

In the first place we observe that certain of these relations follow from

others; the remaining ones will then be proved to hold as a consequence of the

properties of the functions m,* and ?>»*. If in ( 0 ) we interchange the indices

i and j, then multiply through by y\¡ and sum with respect to j, and finally

interchange the indices j and k in the second sum, we obtain ( 0 ). If ( 0 ) is

multiplied through by m2j- and then summed with respect to j, and if finally

the summation indices in the first sum are interchanged, we obtain ( D ).

Next, we multiply (D) through by y'u, sum with respect to i and replace the

indices i, j, and k in the second sum by k, j, and i, respectively; in this way we

obtain (^4) .*

The functions m,(x) which occur in our formulae are solutions of Euler's

differential equations (2). Substituting these functions in the differential

equations and carrying out the differentiation in the second member, we obtain

the following identity:

(18) /o, n+i + 23 fn+i, hy'k + l2fn+i, n+k v'k   = fi •
k k

We now multiply ( F ) through by y\¡, sum with respect to j, interchange the

indices j and k on the left side and add to it equations (18) with xi substituted

for x; in this way we obtain (B). Using M2y and x2 in analogous manner en-

ables us to show that ( 77 ) implies ( E ). It remains therefore to prove ( G ),

(F), and (77).
To prove the last two relations, we remember that Ujk, and also »y*, are con-

jugate systems of solutions of the differential equations (4); hence we havef

* ( A ) may also be derived from ( C ).

t Bolza, p. 626; Hadamard, loc. cit., p. 319
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HUj-, M.)  = 0,

where My and m,- designate the systems ( wyi, • • •, M;n ) and ( w,i, • • •, Mt„ ),

and where

The equation ^(wy; m,) = 0 reduces to

2~2 Uji iQki uik + Rki u'ik) - 2~L un iQki Ujk + Ru u'jk) = 0.
kl kl

If, in this relation we put x equal to a;i and make use of the initial conditions

to which the functions u¡K are subject, we obtain

Qa + 2 Rkj u'ik = Qa + 2~1 Rki u'jk,
k k

which is equivalent to ( F ) in virtue of the meaning of the symbols Q.y and F,y.

The corresponding treatment for the functions vjk will prove the relation

( 77 ). Finally we have for any two systems of functions m,* and v,k the

relation*

2~1 Vji i Qki Uik + Rki u'ik) — 2~2 un i Qki Vjk + Rki v'jk ) = const.
kl kl

If we put x successively equal to xi and to x2 and set the two results equal

to each other, making use at the same time of the initial conditions on the

functions My* and v¡k, we obtain ( 0 ).

3. The case of one variable endpoint

We suppose now that the endpoint Pi of our extremal Pi P2 is allowed to

move along a curve L in the space of n + 1 dimensions, whose equations are

(19) x = tit),       yi = Viit),       t'^t^t".

We suppose that this curve has no singular points, i. e.,

(20) r2(<) + Zh.(0]2*o,     t'^t^t",
i

and that it is of class 0" in the interval ( t' t" ).

We assume furthermore that we have found an extremal E

(21) yi = yiix),     ii^î^ïi,

which satisfies the following conditions:

I. The condition of Clebsch:]

* Bolza, p. 626; Hadamard, loc. cit., p. 319.

t Bolza, p. 608.
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At every point of the extremal the quadratic form 12 P,* f»• f* must be
ik

positive, i. e.:

(22) T,RikÇih >0,       xi^x^x2.
ik

II. The condition of Mayer:*

x2 == xi,

where xi is defined as the root next following upon Xi of Mayer's determinant

(14).   The point Pi determined upon E by xi is known as the conjugate point.

III. The value h of t furnishes on L the point where it intersects the extremal

F; i. e.,

¿i = £(*i) = Xi,       vu = rji(ti) = u»(xi) = yu.

IV. The function / does not vanish at the point of intersection of the curves

iandF;i. e.,^ =/(xi;mi;mÍ) 4=0.

We ask now what further conditions the extremal E must satisfy in order to

furnish a minimum for the integral (1) among all admissible curves which

join a point on L to P2. For this purpose we compute the extremal integral

along E. Since the coordinates of P2 are fixed and the coordinates of Pi are

all functions of the single variable t, the extremal integral will become a func-

tion of t alone,

7(xi;Mi;x2;y2) = 7 ( £(t); n (t); x2; y2 ) = T (t),

which must satisfy the ordinary conditions for a minimum at ii, namely,

r'(fi) = o,     r"(ii)==o.

By the use of formulae (12), we find:

Its vanishing requires, as is well known, that L must cut the extremal E trans-

versally at Pi. This condition of transversality, together with condition

IV implies that

(23) E^ + O,

where c, = £i y'u — v'u ■

A first value for T" (t) is given by the formula

r»(o=|^r + E~«:' + ?ir2 + 2E^-r^
dxi i  dyu '        dxi t  dxxdyu

(24)
d21

_ +ÇdMi»dMi3??:^-

* Ibid., pp. 610-619.
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In the expressions (17) for the second derivatives of 7 we replace the solutions

Ukj of the Jacobi equations by the fundamental system of solutions frk whose

matrix reduces &t x = X\ to the identity matrix.    Then it follows that

f WH*) ,        . Z^jx2)
Ujk   =   ̂    ' Ml ~Zix^r^k' U>kiXl)   =   - -Zixiï '

where Zix) is the determinant |frj¡| (r = n + 1, • • •, 2n; k = 1, • • •, n),

and Z(lk) ix) is this determinant after its kth column has been replaced by

Tyi, • • •, Tin. With the help of ( 17i), (174), and (178) equation (24) then takes

the form

Y"ih) = Aixi)+Bixi,x2),

where

Aixi) = -/»£ -fP£2 + 2Zfí'li(£íy'u - vü)

% +2Z&ft)ttiVu - 2v'u) - ZfnUjCiCj,i ij

Bixi, x2) = ^t—^2Z,ZUk)ix2)Rikixi)CiCj.
¿\x2) ijk

We investigate now the behavior of the function B(i) = 5(ii,i) as i

varies from xi to x'x, merely sketching in the briefest way the proofs of the

results.   We find

B'{x) = ~ Rixi)Z2^ßii°iCi'

where Rix) is the determinant \Ra¡\ and

ßn = - R i xi ) Ç Rik i xi ) [ ZZ<»y - Z' Z«» ]

= ¿-j Rik ixi) Zki Pu Zts Rtj (a¡i),
kits

in which Zki is the cofactor of f*¡ in Z(x), and pu the cofactor of Ri,ix) in

Rix). The last expression for ßn is derived from the first by applying suc-

cessively formulae (70), (65), and (55) in Chapter XII of Bolza's Vorlesungen,

and remembering that the function \¡/ of formula (55) is a constant which can

be evaluated at Xi, where the values of the functions fTk are prescribed. In

these formulae, the solutions z, u of Jacobi's equations are to be replaced by

solutions of the matrix f rk defined above; and for our case the multipliers p, r are

all equal to zero identically, since there are no adjoined differential equations.

The quadratic form 2~1 ßn c< ci is positive, on account of condition (23)

together with the fact that it is derived from the quadratic form 2~1 pu x¡ x,

by two linear transformations whose determinants are equal to Z and R

respectively.    We have Z =)= 0 because the Mayer condition is fulfilled and
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because the Mayer determinant (14) reduces to Z when the functions (5) are

expressed linearly in terms of the functions Xrk • Further R =f= 0 on account of

condition I, and since the matrix | p¡, | is the matrix of the cofactors of P, the

form E Pi« xi x, is positive. If we now apply condition I once more, we

conclude that B' (x) is steadily negative on the interval Xi < x < x\.

The initial values of the functions fr* at x = Xi are known, and hence the

first few terms of the Taylor expansions for the numerator and denominator

of B (x) can be found. It is found that in the neighborhood of Xi, we may

write

Bix) = Z-~ 1 HRnixi)CiCj + ai(x - xi) + ••• [,
X — Xi[   ij |

so that B ( x ) approaches + °° as x approaches Xi from the right.

Finally, setting x equal to xi in the two expressions for j3,y given in formula

(25), we obtain, since Z(x[) = 0,

P(xi) £ Rik (xi)Z' Z«» = Z Rik (xi)Zkipu Zt, Rtj(xi),
k kits

the argument x being everywhere replaced by x¡. It follows from this that

the numerator of B ( x\ ) reduces to

7 2—1 Pij @i Cj»R(xi)Z"%

which is different from zero; further, since the denominator vanishes, B (x)

becomes infinite asx approaches xi, and it must approach — w , because B' (x)

is negative.

From these facts it follows that the function B ( Xi, x ) decreases univari-

antly from + <» to — a> as x increases from Xi to xi. Hence there is an

unique value x[' between xi and xi such that T" ( tx ) is positive for every value

x2 satisfying the condition xx < x2 < z" . The point defined on E by x"

is called the " focal point " of L on E. We have therefore the following the-

orem:

Theorem II.   If an extremal arc E with the properties I-IV minimizes the

integral (1) with respect to arcs joining a fixed curve L to a fixed point P2, then

it must be cut transversally by L at their point of intersection Pi, and it must

further be such that the focal point of L on E is not between Pi and P%.
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